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OUTLOOK
Short term outlook
▪

On the night of Dec 29 the US military carried out airstrikes on multiple locations in Iraq and Syria linked to the
Kataeb Hezbollah militia group. Up to 25 Iraqi PMU members were reportedly killed in one of the strikes, which
targeted the group's headquarters in al-Qa'im on the border with Syria in western Anbar province. The operation
came two days after a US civilian contractor was killed in a rocket attack on the K1 Iraqi military base near
Kirkuk. US officials blamed the Iran-backed militia group for the incident. Two Kataeb Hezbollah (KH) locations
in Syria were also reportedly targeted in the operation. As expected, the death of a US civilian contractor
following the probable PMU-initiated rocket attack at the K1 base in Kirkuk province was the red line for the US
to hit back after months of similar rocket attacks against coalition bases in northern Baghdad province, Nineveh,
Kirkuk and Salah-al-Din. As a result of the attack, a crowd of PMF members and supporters gathered outside
the US Embassy inside the International Zone in Baghdad on December 31 and again on January 01. Although
the US Embassy itself was not breached, damage was sustained to the perimeter and entrance foyer.

▪

Following these events, the United States carried out a drone strike in the early hours of January 03 near
Baghdad’s international airport, killing Qassem Soleimani, the Commander of Iran’s Islamic Revolutionary
Guards Corps (IRGC) Quds Force. Soleimani was killed alongside the Deputy Commander of the Popular
Mobilisation Units (PMU), Abu Mahdi al-Muhandis, who was also the leader of Kata’ib Hezbollah. In retaliation,
early on January 08, Iran fired more than a dozen ballistic missiles against Al Assad airbase in Anbar province
and against Erbil International Airport in Kurdistan. In a much-anticipated address to the nation on January 09,
President Donald Trump tempered days of angry rhetoric and suggested Iran was now “standing down” after it
had fired the missiles, as both sides looked to defuse the crisis sparked by the killing of Soleimani. Meanwhile,
176 people were killed when an Iranian air defence missile system misidentified a Ukrainian Boeing 737-800
civilian airliner taking off from Tehran international airport as a US military aircraft early on January 08. Iran
finally admitted the grave mistake on January 10. It is unclear what Tehran’s future intent with regards to the
crisis currently is. It is assessed however that further direct Iranian strikes against US assets in Iraq will not be
forthcoming with Iran realising that this would invoke swift retribution from the United States. However, it is
probable that Iran will continue to use its proxy-militias in Iraq to launch periodic IDF and asymmetric attacks
against US and western interests in Iraq and the wider Middle East, thereby affording Tehran a degree of nonculpability should a successful attack by the militias be forthcoming. The threat to US and western assets inside
Iraq from Iranian sponsored Shia militia groups therefore remains heightened in the short to medium term.

▪

Fatal demonstrations that occurred throughout the country since protests started on 01 October 2019 have to
date left over 500 people dead and at least 21,000 injured. Following the resignation of PM Mahdi, the process
to nominate the next Prime Minister continues without an end in sight, with Mahdi continuing as head of
government in a caretaker role. Fatah’s candidate, Qusay al-Suhail, has been dropped and the al-Bina alliance,
of which Fatah is a part of, planned to put the Governor of Basra, Assad al-Eidani, forward as the latest
nominee. This unpopular move resulted in the President, Barham Salih, offering his resignation to Parliament
in protest at al-Bina’s attempts to push through al-Eidani’s nomination. There is currently no indicator when the
next deadline might be. The protesters continue to call for an end to rampant corruption and chronic
unemployment which has escalated into calls for a complete overhaul of the political system. As the protests
peaked, it was clear that the demonstrator’s anger was focused not only on the government, both national and
provincial, but also the various militias. A number of PMU headquarters were attacked and set on fire, with
protestors accusing them of being aligned to Iran and of firing on the crowds during the previous round of
protests which began on October 01. Despite the Iranian Consulate being set alight twice, protests in the south
have tapered off in terms of violent incidents. Related protests took place in Babel, Wasit, Karbala, Najaf,
Muthanna, Maysan and Basra provinces and a number of government buildings, political party offices, and
PMU headquarters have been set on fire. Khor Az-Zubayr and Umm Qasr ports have also been targeted by
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protestors and subsequently closed down for periods of time, as has access to several oilfields, such as Gharraf
and ECP 1 in Majnoon, however they are still operational. Meanwhile, Prime Minister Mahdi’s resignation will
not result in a significant decrease in demonstrations in the short term, due to the unlikelihood of protestors
feeling satisfied that there will be a change to the status quo. In the short term, violent demonstrations in
Baghdad and the south will continue.
▪

Although defeated militarily, IS continues to pose a serious and long-term security challenge, especially in the
northern provinces and in Anbar, where high levels of asymmetric activity continues. Three explosions targeting
civilians during the evening of November 27, 2019 across three districts in Baghdad, left at least six killed and
over 15 injured. No group claimed responsibility, however IS have a history of carrying out similar attacks in
the City. The suicide vest (SVEST) attack in Sadr City, Baghdad on May 09, 2019 and the low-yield multi-IED
attack in eastern Baghdad on August 06, 2019 underlines the continuing threat posed by residual IS sleeper
cells who retain intent to escalate operations. Absent a significant escalation in IS activity, the attacks are not
assessed to change the security situation in the capital which has been relatively stable in 2019 and into 2020,
however, the attacks demonstrate that IS continues to have the capability to launch operations of this nature
within the capital.

Medium to long term outlook
▪

Sectarian violence can be expected to continue in areas of Northern Iraq which remain permissive to IS
operations, including Nineveh, Salah al-Din, Diyala and southwestern Kirkuk. Attacks will continue to target
security checkpoints and outpost, especially in Sunni dominated areas controlled by Shia dominated security
forces.

▪ Islamic State activity will continue to dominate security reporting with focus on the potential resurgence of an
insurgent campaign in northern and western Iraq. Despite ongoing ISF efforts to clear remaining IS pockets,
the group retains a degree of freedom of movement in the desert regions of Anbar, near the Syrian border, and
along the Hamrin Mountains.
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SIGNIFICANT EVENTS
Iran launches ballistic missiles at Al Assad Airbase and Erbil International Airport
The US Department of Defense confirmed that Iran’s Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps (IRGC) launched ballistic
missiles targeting a base in Anbar province, Iraq hosting US military personnel at approximately 01:30 (local time)
on Wednesday, January 08. Over a dozen missiles hit the Ain Al-Assad Air Base, and also in the area surrounding
the military section of Erbil International Airport to the north west of Erbil city in the Kurdistan region. Two rockets
were fired at Erbil Airport, however neither of the rockets exploded, with debris landing on open ground close to
the airport compound.

US Embassy targeted by multiple IDF attacks during current US / Iranian tensions
Up to two rounds of IDF (possibly 107mm rockets) landed in the vicinity of Celebration Square within the
International Zone (IZ) at around 1946hrs on January 04. A third round landed in Jaderiyah area of Karadah
injuring 3 x civilians. The following night, between 4 – 5 rounds of IDF were fired at the IZ at 2238hrs on January
05. At least one round hit an apartment block adjacent to the US Embassy compound resulting in 2 x civilian
casualties, another IVO 14th July Bridge, and possibly another two landed in Jaderiyah to the south of the
Embassy. At 0057hrs on January 07, 4 – 5 rounds of IDF were reported to have been fired at Al Assad Air Base
(AAAB) in Anbar province with no reported casualties. The attack was a continuation of Iranian-aligned PMF
attacks on US assets following the deaths of IRGC Quds Force Commander Suleimani and PMF Deputy
Commander Muhandis in a US drone strike on January 03. Finally, two Katyusha rockets reportedly fell in the IZ
on the night of January 08 at around 2352hrs (local time). The Iraqi military stated that the rocket impacts caused
no casualties with at least one of the rockets falling some 100 m from the US Embassy possibly IVO the Babylon
shops area and another landing near the new General Secretariat building near the 14 th July roundabout, east of
the US Embassy compound.
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OVERVIEW
Security
Iran launches ballistic missiles at Al Assad Airbase and Erbil International Airport
The US Department of Defense confirmed that Iran’s Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps (IRGC) launched ballistic
missiles targeting a base in Anbar province, hosting US military personnel at approximately 01:30 (local time) on
January 08. Over a dozen missiles hit the Ain Al-Assad Air Base, and also in the area surrounding the military
section of Erbil International Airport to the north west of Erbil city in the Kurdistan region. Two rockets were fired
at Erbil Airport, however neither of the rockets exploded, with debris landing on open ground close to the airport
compound. Sources speculated that the explosions occurred when air defence batteries engaged and neutralised
the incoming rockets, although this remains unconfirmed. Following the initial air strikes on Al Assad airbase,
Iranian state TV claimed Tehran fired "tens" of surface-to-surface missiles at the base as revenge for the January
03 killing of Iranian Major General Qasem Soleimani. Iranian media sources also stated that a second round of
missiles was fired at Erbil International Airport. Following the strikes, the Iranian Foreign Minister issued a
statement saying, “Iran took and concluded, appropriate action in self-defense'. US President Donald Trump also
tweeted “all is good” the following morning. The wording from both parties appeared to indicate a concerted
attempt to de-escalate, with rumours abound that the US had received some form of prior warning of the attack,
possibly from the Iraqi authorities.’ On January 08, President Trump made a statement concerning the Iranian
missile strikes from the White House in Washington saying that Iran appeared to be “Standing down” after its
missile attacks. Trump also stated that no US or Iraqi lives were lost in the attack. The President had previously
threatened military action against Iran if it were to target US personnel and bases, but he did not announce any
military action in the speech. Trump also said the US would immediately impose additional financial and economic
sanctions on Iran, which would remain until it "changed its behaviour". "Iran must abandon its nuclear ambitions
and end its support for terrorism," he said.
Finally, it was also reported that 2 hours after the Iranian missile strikes, a Ukrainian Boeing 737-800 civilian airliner
crashed after take off from Tehran International Airport, killing all 176 people on board. On January 11, the Iranian
authorities issued a statement saying that the airliner had been misidentified as a US warplane by an Iranian air
defence battery which engaged the aircraft and brought it down.
US Embassy targeted by IDF during current US / Iranian tensions
Up to two rounds of IDF (possibly 107mm rockets) landed in the vicinity of Celebration Square within the
International Zone at around 1946hrs on January 04. A third round landed in Jaderiyah area of Karadah injuring
3 x civilians. The following night, between 4 – 5 rounds of IDF were fired at the International Zone at 2238hrs on
January 05. At least one round hit an apartment block adjacent to the US Embassy compound resulting in 2 x
civilian casualties, another IVO 14th July Bridge, and possibly another two landed in Jaderiyah to the south of the
Embassy. Unconfirmed, uncorroborated reports indicate that a 5th round may have landed in the Tigris River. At
0057hrs on January 07 4 – 5 rounds of IDF were reported to have been fired at Al Assad Air Base (AAAB) in Anbar
province with no reported casualties. The attack was a continuation of Iranian-aligned PMF attacks on US assets
following the deaths of IRGC Quds Force Commander Suleimani and PMF Deputy Commander Muhandis in a US
drone strike on January 03. Two Katyusha rockets reportedly fell in Baghdad's International Zone (IZ) on the night
of January 08 at around 2352hrs (local time). The Iraqi military stated that the rocket impacts caused no casualties.
At least one of the rockets fell some 100 m (328 ft) from the US Embassy possibly IVO the Babylon shops are and
another landing near the new General Secretariat building near the 14th July roundabout, east of the US Embassy
compound.
It was also reported that a three round IDF attack took place against Balad airbase in Salah-al-Din, four minutes
after the IZ IDF attack on January 04. Again, likely a Shia militia attack intended to kill and injure US troops located
in the camp although there were no reported casualties. Meanwhile, Kataeb Hezbollah issued a warning through
its official channels to the Iraqi Army and IPS, requesting them to relocate at least 1000 metres from any US bases
they currently occupy from the afternoon of Sunday, January 05. Separately, thousands of mourners gathered in
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Baghdad on the morning of January 04, amid funeral processions honouring both Qasem Suleimani and Abu
Mahdi al-Muhandis, deputy commander of Iraq's Popular Mobilization Forces (PMF). The funeral procession
began at 1000:00 (local time) at the Imam Al-Kadhim and Imam Al-Jawad Shrine, in Karadah with dignitaries and
government officials in attendance. Mourners also gathered at 10:00hrs, at the Entry Control Point (ECP) 5 of the
International Zone and marched toward the Jadriyah neighbourhood of Karada district. Additionally it was reported
that the motorcade carrying the coffins of Muhandis and Soleimani arrived at CP 17 to the north of the IZ and drove
through the IZ exiting from CP 5 to join with the main funeral procession. It was reported that only two actual coffin
bearing vehicles were let through along with senior government officials including the Prime Minister. The funeral
procession then made its way west across the Jaderiyah Bridge and onward to Imam al-Kadhim Shrine in
Kadhimiyah district, then to Karbala province.
US designates Asaib Ahl Al-Haq as foreign terrorist organization
The United States has designated Asaib Ahl Al-Haq as a Foreign Terrorist Organization (FTO), saying the Iraqi
militia is a proxy for Iran. The U.S. State Department statement on January 03 said that it was also sanctioning
two of the group’s leaders. Secretary of State Mike Pompeo called the militia and its leaders "violent proxies of
the Islamic Republic of Iran.” The State Department said Asaib Ahl Al-Haq, also known as the League of the
Righteous, is backed by Iran’s Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps (IRGC) Quds Force, which has been similarly
designated by the United States. The State Department said it also designated Qais al-Khazali, leader of Asaib
Ahl Al-Haq, and his brother Laith al-Khazali, another leader of the group, as specially designated global terrorists.
Such designations will freeze the US-related assets of the group and the two leaders, generally ban Americans
from doing business with them, and make it a crime to provide support or resources to the militia.
Popular Mobilisation Forces name new deputy chief
The Iraqi paramilitary Popular Mobilisation Forces (PMF) has nominated Hadi al-Ameri as deputy chief of the
group, replacing Abu Mahdi al-Muhandis who was killed in a US strike. “The approval of Ameri’s nomination as
deputy head of the PMF is almost final,” the official Iraq News Agency (INA) quoted a “high-profile source” as
saying on January 04.

Political
Iraqi Parliament passes non-binding draft agreement on withdrawal of US forces from Iraq
According to a letter seen by the Reuters news agency from William H Seely III, the American commander of Task
Force Iraq, the US-led coalition is to scale back its operations in Baghdad and "reposition" troops after an order
from Iraq's parliament. The letter stated that that the US will move the forces over the "coming days and weeks".
However, US defence secretary Mark Esper said there had been "no decision whatsoever to leave Iraq" US
general Mark Milley, chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, also sought to play down the letter, saying it was poorly
worded and incorrectly implied withdrawal, when it was only meant to draw attention to increased troop
movements.
Regional Security Developments should not eclipse reform: UNAMI
The United Nations Assistance Mission to Iraq (UNAMI), stated on Thursday (Jan 09) that the recent regional
security developments should not eclipse the domestic reform demands. The Special Representative to the United
Nations Secretary General for Iraq, Jeanine Hennis-Plasschaert, argued that “the people’s voice, expressed
peacefully, must be heeded”. “Killings, kidnappings, use of live ammunition and threats against protesters must
stop; perpetrators to be held accountable.” This comes at a time when the recent tension between the US and
Iranian has somewhat blanked out the demands of the protesters. Prior to the events leading up to the killing of
Qassem Soleimani and Abu Mahdi al-Muhandis, the focus within Iraq had been the protesters demands for reform
and the struggle to find a suitable electoral candidate for the Prime Ministers position. However, recent tension
between the two nations, played out within Iraq has pushed the struggle for government reform away from the fore
front of the news.
Grand Ayatollah Ali al-Sistani condemns both US and Iran confrontation within Iraq
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Grand Ayatollah Ali al-Sistani condemned both the United States and Iran for using Iraq’s soil as a ground to settle
disputes during his Friday sermon this week. Sistani delivered his sermon by mean of a representative during
Friday prayers in the Shia holy city of Karbala. During his message he emphasised that no foreign powers are
allowed to decide the fate of Iraq, and overall, every party should respect Iraq’s sovereignty. He added, “the latest
dangerous aggressive acts, which are repeated violations of Iraqi sovereignty, are part of the deteriorating situation
in the region”. Al-Sistani also appeared to direct for a return to the roadmap that he had previously spoken about
regarding the choosing of a prime minister and answering the reform demands of the people.
London-based Al Arab Article sees withdrawal of US forces prelude to dividing Iraq
Shia political forces in Iraq are facing a decisive test on the country's unity in the event that they go ahead with the
procedures for evicting American forces and ending the security and military cooperation agreements with the
United States. The parliament session which voted on a resolution obliging the government to end all
manifestations of foreign military presence in Iraq revealed the extent of the national and sectarian split about this
issue. The Kurdish and Sunni MPs were nearly totally absent at that session. Mohammed al-Halbusi, the Speaker
of the Iraqi parliament, admitted during the session that the absence of the Kurds and Sunnis from participation in
such resolutions was unprecedented in Iraqi politics since 2003. Kurdish politicians had no hesitation about
expressing their rejection of the Shia majority in parliament imposing the decision on evicting the American forces
from the country. They made their position known amid indications that such changes could have drastic
consequences for the country's unity.
Hoshyar Zebari, a leading member of the Kurdistan Democratic Party and a former Iraqi Foreign and Finance
Minister, described parliament's decision on the eviction of the American forces as "an unbinding political decision".
He wrote on Twitter that the boycott of the Sunni Arab and the Kurdish blocs of the session in which that decision
was adopted means that no parliamentary legislation was passed and that there must be further political talks on
the issue. Despite the shy Sunni rejection of the Shia decision on the American forces, the absence of the Sunni
MPs from the voting session made the matter clear.
As the international coalition started the process of redeployment in preparation for withdrawal, Iraqi media funded
by the Iranian Revolutionary Guard said that American forces have started constructing a large runway that can
receive jumbo aircraft at Ain al-Assad Airbase, in Al Anbar Governorate, the major Sunni stronghold in Iraq. There
was no hard evidence to support this information. But the improvements introduced by the American forces to that
airbase the previous year are no secret. Shia blogger Mohammed Jamal al-Din said that the American forces
would withdraw from the bases located in the Shia areas in Iraq but would redeploy in the Sunni and Kurdish
areas. Observers say that such a development would be a clear indication of the possibility of dividing Iraq into
three enclaves, as envisaged in an American visualisation dating back to 2008.
The Kurds consider the United States to be a strategic partner that might support their ambitions to set up their
own state, despite the US opposition to the steps taken by Kurdish leader Masoud Barzani when he insisted on
conducting a referendum on independence in the autumn of 2017. As for the Sunnis, they used to consider the
United States as an enemy after 2003 because it caused the fall of Saddam Hussein and turned power over to the
Shia. But they now classify the Americans as a principal ally after 2014, when the occupation by Daesh [Arabic
acronym for ISIS] of large areas of Iraq displaced millions of inhabitants from the governorates of Al Anbar, Ninawa,
and Salah-al-Din. These governorates did not receive sufficient assistance from the Shia Government. But the
assistance provided by the United States, directly and through international donors, contributed to the repatriation
of most of the displaced to their areas.
Thousands of Shia militia elements participated in the war against IS in the Sunni Iraqi areas. After the war ended
in 2017, many of these militias did not leave the areas they seized and insisted on remaining in them under the
pretext of maintaining security, chasing the remnants of IS, and preventing their return. The inhabitants are worried
because of the presence of the militias in their areas, particularly in view of frequent acts that are regarded as
sectarian, murders, and looting. They fear that the withdrawal of the American forces will enable these militias to
engage in worse violations and impose full control over their areas. This is why the Sunni inhabitants openly
welcome the plans that speak about the possibility of the American forces redeploying on a large scale in Al Anbar
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and Ninawa in the event that they actually go ahead with plans for withdrawal from the Shia areas. Observers say
that such a development will inevitably lead to encouraging separatist feelings among the Sunnis and Kurds,
whose politicians say that the Shia parties in Baghdad care only about serving Iran's interests.
Further, the Sunnis and the Kurds do not want to be part of a political regime that is subjected to American
sanctions because of its abnormal relations with Iran. Athil al-Nuhayfi, a former Governor of Ninawa, said that US
President Donald Trump "will impose sanctions on the Trade Bank of Iraq and order the American Federal Reserve
to forbid transfers between US dollars and Iraqi dinars through the Central Bank of Iraq". He said this would "freeze
Iraq's international financial transactions and result in the collapse of the Iraqi economy".
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WEEKLY OPERATIONAL ASSESSMENT
Countrywide Military/Security Situation
Northern Provinces

In the Kurdish region on Jan 04, in Avashin, north of Dahuk, Turkish airstrikes targeted PKK positions, resulting in
2 PKK militants KIA. Meanwhile, Nineveh province has seen a decrease in ISF activity compared to last week.
ISF destroyed several IS underground tunnel systems containing weapons and explosives in an operation within
the Badush and Mount Atshana areas of north-west of Mosul. Regarding kinetic events, several IED and SAF
related events have occurred within the province. The most significant happening on Jan 07, in Bijwaniyah village,
Shurah sub-district, south of Mosul, when an IED detonated near a security checkpoint manned by Sunnitribesmen, resulting in one TMF killed and two more wounded. Lastly, hundreds of PMU supporters launched a
symbolic funeral procession from the Gubba to Rashidiyah areas in Mosul city for the PMU deputy commander
Adu Mahdi al-Muhandis who was killed in a US drone strike at BIAP on Jan 02.
In Kirkuk province, several ISF led operations have occurred. On Jan 03, Iraqi airstrikes targeted IS positions in
the Qarachokh mountains, Makhmour district, which resulted in five IS militants being killed. Additionally, on Jan
09, ISF seized 32 legacy IEDs and destroyed two IS cave and three other hideouts in an operation in the Mame
mountains and villages of Kbeibah, Mzirir and Mansouriah, north-west of Mosul. However, despite these
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successes, a significant number of IS led attacks have occurred against ISF, particularly around the areas of
Makhmour and Hawijah. On Jan 03, in Hamadhiya village, Guwair district of Makhmur, an IED detonated against
an Iraqi Army patrol, killing one and wounding four other IA members. Additionally, five kinetic events have
occurred within the Hawija district, the most significant occurring, on Jan 02, in the Zab district of Hawijah, when a
booby-trapped device detonated inside a house during a federal police security clearance operation, resulting in
one FP killed and five FP wounded.
Salah al-Din province has witnessed a significant kinetic reporting period, all of which appears to be in favour of
IS elements, with only one reported ISF operation conducted in Balad when ISF destroyed two IS hideouts during
a clearance patrol. Significant events include two accounts of a reported IS sniper/marksman, who conducted
successful attacks in Siniyah, west of Baiji, and again in Jalam, north-west of Samarra; both attacks were
successful with several PMF members being either killed or wounded in each. Lastly, Iraqi security sources,
reported a rocket landing near to Balad airbase in the evening of Jan 09, no casualties or damage have been
reported in the event.
Similar to its northern neighbour (Salah ad-Din province), Diyala has experienced a significant number of kinetic
events. However, the ratio between IS and ISF success appears to be more proportionate with an equal spread
of successful operations reported for each element. Two PSAF related incidents have been reported in which an
alleged IS sniper has successfully attacked ISF targets. This number is half the amount of last week (in which four
PSAF incidents were reported), however, the element remains successful with two reported IA soldiers killed north
of Baqubah and one more killed when the IS sniper targeted an IA checkpoint in Albu Esa, al-Adhaim sub-district,
again north of Baqubah. Other IS activity includes further SAFs attacks on ISF checkpoints around the province.
Regarding ISF operations, media sources report of an operation carried out by 20 th Brigade IA, which successfully
removed and destroyed artefacts related to IS from a home in the Khanaqin District, Diyala province. Meanwhile,
On Jan 08, Iraqi Army artillery bombarded multiple IS positions near the deserted villages of al-Saddah and Albu
Juma, close to the provincial boundaries of Diyala and Salah al-Din.
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Anbar Province

In Anbar province during the reporting period, unconfirmed, uncorroborated reports stated that a US drone crashed
in the area east of Al-Baghdadi in Hit district, western Anbar province in the early hours of January 05. The drone
was not downed by hostile fire, but rather the result of a technical problem. On January 03 in Asriyah village,
south of Fallujah city, an IED targeted an Iraqi army patrol resulting in the death of an Iraqi soldier and the wounding
of two others and on January 04 in the Kilo 60 Area, west of Ramadi City, IS gunmen broke into the house of an
ISF member and shot him dead. On January 07 in Angour village, south of Ramadi, an IED detonated against an
Iraqi army logistic vehicle resulting in two Iraqi Army soldier killed and two wounded. Meanwhile on January 09,
two members of 3rd Battalion, 4th Brigade of the border protection force were killed, and two others wounded in
clashes with IS militants during a clearance operation carried near the Iraq-Syria border in western Anbar province.
Meanwhile, the Lebanese Al-Mayadeen television network, which is affiliated with the Hezbollah terrorist
organization, reported on the night of January 09 that Israeli planes attacked a weapons truck on the Iraq-Syria
border. Sources quoted by the channel reported that a loud explosion was heard in the al-Qa'im area of the border,
minutes after "hostile aircraft" circled the area of Al Bukamal in eastern Syria. Iraqi tribal officials told the Lebanese
channel that the attack targeted trucks and people. The Syrian Observatory for Human Rights reported that the
attack was aimed at weapons and vehicles belonging to the pro-Iranian militias in the Al Bukamal area. It is not
clear at this time, whether there were any casualties. There has been no official comment on the incident by the
militias, by Iraq or by Syria.
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Capital Region (Including Baghdad City)

Tens of thousands of protestors from Baghdad and the southern provinces joined the sit-in protestors in Tahrir
Square, Rusafah district on January 10, following the Friday sermon from Grand Ayatollah Sistani and in response
to calls for a “million-man march” on social media over the past few days. The demonstration, organised to
celebrate the 100th day anniversary of the protests was reported as peaceful, with the crowds demanding that a
new Prime Minister is selected in accordance with protestor criteria, the formation of an independent election
commission and the conduct of free and fair elections.
In Baghdad on the night of January 03, ISF seized two rockets along with a launch rail near Route Brewers, IVO
Suhrawardy cemetery in Rusafa district. The ISF stated that the rockets were set and ready to be fired towards
the International Zone (IZ). Also on January 03, thirteen protesters were wounded in an altercation IVO Tahrir
Square in Rusafa district and on January 04, an Iraqi Intelligence officer was arrested at Baghdad International
Airport (BIAP) in connection with the US drone strike that targeted the IRGC commander Qassem Soleimani and
PMU deputy commander Abu Mahdi al-Muhandis.
Civilian activists have also continued to be targeted during the reporting period. On the afternoon of January 04,
an activist was reportedly killed when two unidentified gunmen on a motorcycle opened fire on him in Sadr City,
shortly after he had returned home from protesting in Tahrir square. On January 03, protest action in Tahrir square
continued with some reports stating that the demonstrators were attacked by unidentified individuals using knives
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and sticks near Abu Nuwas street and in Tahrir square itself. In addition, the head of the Historians of Culture
foundation, Ibrahim Ali, survived an assassination attempt in Kadhamiya, when unidentified gunmen opened fire
on him, resulting in serious injuries. (NFDK). Meanwhile, on the night of January 08, an activist named as
Muhammad Fadhil al-Aboudi, was reportedly abducted at gunpoint in Sadr City, shortly after returning from the
main sit-in site at the Tahrir Square in Rusafa.
On January 05, an Iraqi army captain was killed when unidentified gunmen broke into his house in al-Jami'a
neighbourhood of Mansour district and a headteacher was killed when two unidentified gunmen on a motorcycle
carrying suppressed weapons opened fire on him in al-Amil district in southwestern Baghdad city. On the same
day, armed assailants carrying suppressed weapons shot and wounded a civilian in Bab al-Muadham area in
Rusafa district. On January 07 in the Dula'i neighbourhood of Hurriyah, Kadhamiya district, a UVIED detonated
beneath the stationary vehicle of PMF EOD Department director outside his house causing material damage only.
In the wider Baghdad province, on January 04, gunmen carrying suppressed weapons shot and killed a civilian in
Jisr Diyala area, south east of Baghdad and on January 06 in Haswa, Abu Ghraib, west of Baghdad, an IED
targeted an Iraqi army patrol, resulting in one Iraqi Army soldier killed and three wounded. Also on January 06 in
Madain, south east of Baghdad, gunmen carrying suppressed weapons shot and killed a civilian. On the same
day in Masara village, Sadr al-Yusufiya, south of Baghdad, gunmen carrying suppressed weapons shot and killed
a female school headteacher. Finally, on January 09, the 59th Brigade of the 6th Iraqi Army Infantry Division, and
the 37th Brigade of the 9th Armoured Division supported by helicopters and EOD assets, began a major security
operation in Tarmiyah district, north of Baghdad. Also on January 09, a civilian was killed when unidentified armed
assailants, carrying suppressed weapons, opened fire on his vehicle as he drove through Abu Ghraib district, west
of Baghdad.
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Southern Provinces

In the southern provinces, continued protester action has been recorded in almost all the main cities – again with
some incidences of minor violence. These confrontations between security forces and protesters in Karbala,
Diwaniyah and Nasiriyah usually a result of protesters conducting or attempting arson attacks against political and
militia premises of predominantly Iranian-backed groups. Attacks against pro-protest leaders and activists
continued to be reported this period with a number SAF incidents recorded – abductions too are a constant but,
when released those taken are reluctant to identify the perpetrators.
In Basra, protest action endures and is mostly driven now by individual grievances and not the pro-reform/antigovernment activity as previously witnessed. Tribal groups continued sit-ins near to the entrances to Majnoon and
WQ 1 to demand employment and land allocations, these valid, as negotiations and representation had been made
with the Basra Oil Company (BOC) and the field operators. However, protest action recorded at North Rumaila,
more focussed on terms and conditions of employees, has become more sporadic and the protest group at the
Navy Roundabout maintain their peaceful sit-in. The typical pattern of social violence, tribal dispute and criminal
activity has continued this week. The highlight of the week saw the return of the body of Abu Mahdi al-Muhandis
from Iran en-route to Najaf for interment – thousands of people clogged the streets of the motorcade in a bid to
say farewell to the Basra-born militia leader.
In Babel, a number of temporary teachers demonstrated outside the Education Directorate in Hillah city,
demanding permanent employment and in Wasit on the morning of January 05, 06 and 07, protesters reportedly
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closed all four main bridges in Kut city (al-Ahdab, al-Anwar, Sadat al-Kut and the Suspension bridge) in tandem
with a general strike action put in place this week in the province. On January 08, a number of people gathered
outside the Wasit police directorate in Kut city, to demand resignation of the police chief, Brigadier General Ali
Hussein Hilail, for his criticism of the mass protests in the province in a recent statement. Also on January 08,
hundreds of people demonstrated IVO Tammuz square in central Kut city, in support of the ongoing antigovernment mass protests. Finally, on the morning of January 09, clashes erupted between ISF and protesters
near the al-Anwar bridge and Wasit university in Kut city. The bridge was closed to traffic until midday.
In Karbala, protesters set a number of tyres ablaze IVO Zaid square near the governorate building in central
Karbala city and on the night of January 07, ISF used tear gas to disperse the crowd of protesters IVO Al Tarbiyah
square in central Karbala city. Thousands of protestors reinforced sit-in protestors already in situ in Karbala’s
Education Square on January 10, under banners stating, "Parliament does not represent me".
In Najaf, on January 04, an activist called Muslim al-Zulfi survived an assassination attempt when unidentified
gunmen opened fire on his vehicle at an unspecified location in Najaf, resulting in minor injuries. It was also
reported that at 1500hrs on January 02, the director of the social affairs department in Karbala province, named
Samer al-Mayali, survived an assassination attempt when two unidentified gunmen on a motorcycle shot at his
house before fleeing, no casualties and only material damage were reported. On the night of January 06,
protesters blocked the Abu Sukhair main road, Route Miami / Hwy 9 and Najaf airport road, with burning tyres and
separately, a number of people staged an opened-ended sit-in outside the electricity distribution directorate in Kufa
district, demanding the resignation of the director general and anti-corruption efforts.
In Diwaniyah province on the morning of January 05, protesters blocked Route Jackson / Hwy - 8 and the alNaseej roundabout in Diwaniyah city with burning tires. However, the main sit-in protest remained in situ IVO alSaa'a square near the governorate building in central Diwaniyah city. It was also reported that dozens of
engineering graduates demonstrated outside the al-Shinafiyah oil refinery, west of Diwaniyah, demanding job
opportunities. Protesters prevented tanker trucks from gaining access into the site through the main entry
checkpoint.
In Dhi Qar province on the morning of January 05, protesters reportedly blocked all main bridges and the al-Bahu
junction in Nasiriyah city with burning tyres, in tandem with a general strike action put in place on the same day.
Meanwhile, three people were wounded when a group of PMF supporters carrying symbolic coffins of the PMF
deputy commander Abu Mahdi al-Muhandis and the Iranian IRGC commander Qassem Soleimani who were killed
in a US drone strike, began firing their weapons towards a crowd of protesters who had prevented the PMF
supporters from holding a funeral procession IVO the al-Haboubi square in central Nasiriyah city. On January 07,
a low-yield IED detonated outside the home of a civilian in the Sukeri neighbourhood of Suq al-Shuyukh, south of
Nasiriyah, causing material damage but no casualties. The incident was thought to be related to a tribal dispute.
Finally, on the night of January 07, seven people were wounded, and five tents were burned when a group of
Kata'ib Hezbollah members began firing live rounds towards a crowd of protesters IVO al-Haboubi square in central
Nasiriyah. ISF were deployed to calm the situation. On the same night, protesters reportedly set fire to the offices
of Islamic Dawa Party, Hikma Front, Asaib Ahl al Haq, Kataib Hezbollah and Communist parties in the city, and in
a separate incident, a police colonel was stabbed IVO al-Haboubi square in central Nasiriyah city and on Janaury
08, protesters reportedly set fire to the office of the Harakat Hezbollah al-Nujaba in Nasiriyah city during ongoing
protests.
In Maysan province, on the morning of January 08, two Chinese and one Sudanese worker from the Anton Oilfield
Services (AntonOil) escorted by one OPF member, riding in a B-6 armoured coaster bus, were shot at by
unidentified armed men, reportedly riding on a motorcycle IVO CPF2 oil station in the Halfaya oilfield. The incident
resulted in the wounding of the two Chinese nationals and was thought to be linked to employment demands.
Finally in Muthanna province, the 2-week old protest by temporary employees continued outside the Samawah
refinery, with the demonstrators demanding permanent employment.
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ACRONYM LIST
AII - Area of Intelligence Interest
AKA - Also Known As
AO - Area of Operations
APC - Armored Personnel Carrier
APIED - Anti-Personnel IED
AQ - Al-Qaeda
AT - Anti-Tank
ATGW - Anti Tank Guided Weapon
AVIED - Anti-Vehicle IED
BBIED - Body Borne IED
Bde - Brigade
Bn - Battalion
BXP - Border Crossing Point
CET - Convoy Escort Team
CLC - Concerned Local Citizens
CoP - Chief of Police
CP - Check Point
C-PERS - Captured Personnel
CPX - Complex Attack (attack using multiple weapon systems)
CQA - Close Quarter Assassination/Attack
DBS - Drive by Shooting
Div - Division
DoD - Department of Defense
DoS - Department of State
DoS - US Department of State
ECP - Entry Control Point
EFP - Explosively Formed Projectile
EOD - Explosive Ordinance Disposal (Bomb Squad)
ERW - Explosive Remnants of War
FoM - Freedom of Movement
GoI - Government of Iraq
HCN - Host Country National
HG - Hand Grenade
HME - Home Made Explosive
HMG - Heavy Machine Gun
HVT - High Value Target
IC - International Community
IDF - Indirect Fire (i.e.: rockets, mortars)
IDP - Internally Displaced Persons
IEC - Independent Electoral Commission
IED - Improvised Explosive Device
IM - International Military
IOC - International Oil Company
IRAM - Improvised Rocket Assisted Mortar
IRL - Improvised Rocket Launcher
IS - Islamic State
IVCP - Illegal Vehicle Check Point
IVO - In Vicinity Of
IZ - International Zone
KIA - Killed in Action
LN - Local National/Iraqi Civilian
MAIED - Magnetically attached IED (aka UVIED)
MIA - Missing in Action
MoD - Ministry of Defense
MoF - Ministry of Finance
MoFA - Ministry of Foreign Affairs
MoHE - Ministry of Higher Education
MoI - Ministry of Interior
MoJ - Ministry of Justice
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MoO - Ministry of Oil
MoT - Ministry of Transportation
MSR - Main Supply Route
NFDK - No Further Details Known
NGO - Non-Governmental Organization (aid/charity)
NSTR - Nothing Significant To Report
OCG - Organized Crime Group
OPF - Oil Protection Force
PAX - Person, Persons or Passenger
PBIED - Person-Borne Improvised Explosive Device (UN
Term)
PMF – Popular Mobilisation Forces
PoI - Point of Impact (for IDF)
PoO - Point of Origin (for IDF)
PSAF - Precision Small Arms Fire
PSC - Private Security Company
PSD - Private Security Detail
RCIED - Remote-Controlled IED
RPG - Rocket Propelled Grenade
RTA - Road Traffic Accident
SAF - Small Arms Fire
SAFIRE - Surface to Air FIRE
SF - Special Forces
SVBIED - Suicide Vehicle Borne IED
SVEST - Suicide Explosive Worn Vest
TCN - Third Country National
TCP - Traffic Control Point
Technical - An improvised weapon-mounted pick-up truck
TTP - Tactics, Techniques and Practices
UVIED - Under Vehicle IED
UXO - Unexploded Ordnance
VBIED - Vehicle Borne IED
VCP - Vehicle Checkpoint
WIA - Wounded in Action
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GARDAWORLD INFORMATION SERVICES
From our management offices and field offices in strategic locations our constant monitoring of the high-risk
environments in which we work is conveyed through our range of .Xplored™ risk analysis reports. The reports
contain detailed updates, delivering current and relevant ground-truth information to assist both our personnel and
our clients in their decision-making.
Our wider risk management solutions provide members of the defense, diplomatic, development, oil & gas and
infrastructure sectors operating in potentially high-risk and complex environments with a comprehensive range of
risk analysis, intelligence, crisis response, and training services. These services are designed to provide clients
with the proactive capability to remain aware in potentially hostile environments and identify risks while
strengthening their reactive capacity in emergency situations.
Our current regular reporting geographies include: Nigeria, Mali, Libya, Iraq, Afghanistan and Yemen on a daily,
weekly, fortnightly, and monthly basis.
Through our constant monitoring and predictive threat analysis our Information Services team help you plan for,
manage, and respond to risks.
For more information on our .Xplored reports or for information about our special-to-task reports tailored to
individual client requirements, please contact us: or contact our regional representative iraq.ram@garda.com
(Mobile: +964 7823 783 972)
For more information on how our services can support your business in Iraq contact:
Daniel Matthews, Senior Director Iraq daniel.matthews@garda.com

GARDAWORLD
A global leader in comprehensive security and risk management
GardaWorld International Protective Services is the international security division of GardaWorld Security
Corporation, the world's largest privately owned security company with over 62,000 global staff.
We support clients in emerging, complex and high-risk markets around the world with static security, security
consulting, risk analysis and reporting, crisis management and business continuity, mobile security, close
protection, training and kidnap for ransom and extortion response solutions.
We work across multiple business sectors to provide protection and security for clients in the extractives,
aerospace and defense, critical infrastructure, government and diplomatic and development sectors to secure
employees, assets, and reputation so clients can focus solely on running daily operations and growing their
business.
Discover more about the markets we serve and to learn how our international security solutions can help you
contact us today: gwinfo@garda.com
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